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This paper addresses the issue of designing an effective distributed
learning system in which a number of agent learners estimate the param-
eter specifying the target probability density in parallel and the population
learner (for short, the p-learner) combines their outputs to obtain a
significantly better estimate. Such a system is important in speeding up
learning. We propose as distributed learning systems two types of the
distributed cooperative Bayesian learning strategies (DCB), in which
each agent learner or the p-learner employs a probabilistic version of the
Gibbs algorithm. We analyze DCBs by giving upper bounds on their
average logarithmic losses for predicting probabilities of unseen data as
functions of the sample size and the population size. We thereby demonstrate
the effectiveness of DCBs by showing that for some probability models,
they work approximately (or sometimes exactly) as well as the nondistri-
buted optimal Bayesian strategy, achieving a significant speed-up of
learning over it. We also consider the case where the hypothesis class of
probability densities is hierarchically parameterized, and there is a feed-
back of information from the p-learner to agent learners. In this case we
propose another type of DCB based on the Markov chain Monte Carlo
method, which we abbreviate as HDCB, and characterize its average
prediction loss in terms of the number of feedback iterations as well as
the population size and the sample size. We thereby demonstrate that for
the class of hierarchical Gaussian distributions HDCB works approximately
as well as the nondistributed optimal Bayesian strategy, achieving a
significant speed-up of learning over it. ] 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Problem Statement

We consider the situation where each example is generated according to an
unknown parametric probability density function, which we call the target density.
We are concerned with the problem of learning the target density or equivalently,
estimating the parameters specifying the target density, using a distributed learning
system. A distributed learning system consists of a number of agent learners (for
short, agents) and the population learner (for short, the p-learner). Each agent
independently observes a sequence of examples and outputs an estimate of the
parameter specifying the target density or statistics of the examples. The p-learner
does not have direct access to the random examples, but only to a set of outputs
of the agents. The p-learner combines the outputs of the agents in order to obtain
a significantly better estimate of the parameter for the target density.

The main purpose of designing distributed learning systems is to speed up learning
utilizing the parallelism, compared to the nondistributed learning system. Here the
nondistributed learning system is the system that receives all examples given to the
agents and outputs an estimate of the parameter for the target density. Distributed
learning systems can also meet the situation where there is sufficient communication
bandwidth available for the agents to send their outputs to the p-learner, but not
enough time or bandwidth for the p-learner to receive all the examples themselves.

We measure the performance of a distributed learning system in terms of the
average logarithmic loss for predicting the probability density of an unseen example
where the average is taken for the data generation and the randomness that the
system may induce. We wish to design a distributed learning system such that the
average logarithmic loss is as small as possible and the p-learner eventually can
predict future data approximately as well as the nondistributed Bayesian learning
strategy (abbreviated as NDB), which can observe all examples at once and attains
the least average logarithmic loss.

This paper proposes two models of distributed learning: the plain model and the
hierarchical model. The plain model deals with the case where each agent observes
a data sequence generated according to an identical target density, and the param-
eter value specifying the target density is randomly generated according to a fixed
prior density. The output of the p-learner is an estimate of the parameter for the
target density, which is itself an output of the distributed learning system in this
model.

The hierarchical model deals with the case where the target densities according
to which data sequences are generated may not be identical over all agents, and the
parameter values specifying the target densities are randomly generated according
to an identical prior density specified by a hyperparameter, which is itself distributed
according to a certain prior density. That is, the hierarchical model is specifically
applicable to the case where the distributed information sources form a hierarchi-
cally parametrized probability distribution (e.g., hierarchical Gaussian models
including the variance component model [10], hierarchical Bernoulli models),
which is so often observable in real situations. In this model the p-learner outputs
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an estimate of the hyperparameter, while each agent outputs an estimate of the
parameter for the target density. The joint vector composed of the outputs of the
agents and the p-learner is an output of the distributed learning system in this
model. In each of the two models we propose specific types of distributed learning
systems and analyze their performance for particular classes of probability distribu-
tions (e.g., Gaussian distributions, Poisson distributions, multidimensional discrete
distributions, hierarchical Gaussian distributions, hierarchical Bernoulli distribu-
tions) and prior densities.

1.2. Previous Work

The framework of distributed learning that we propose here is very much
inspired by Kearns and Seung's seminal model of population learning [6] (see also
the work by Nakamura et al. [8]). Our framework is similar to theirs in that each
agent independently observes a data sequence and the p-learner has access only to
the outputs of the agents. The differences between our framework and Kearns and
Seung's are as follows:

Kearns and Seung's model may be characterized by the following features:

(1) The target to be learned is a deterministic rule taking values in [0, 1].

(2) The prediction loss is measured in terms of the 0-1 loss, equivalently, the
discrete loss.

(3) Each agent uses a deterministic version of the Gibbs algorithm; i.e.,
a deterministic hypothesis is randomly chosen according to the uniform distribution
from the set of hypotheses consistent with examples.

(4) The p-learner uses the maximum likelihood learning strategy.

(5) The performance of a distributed learning system is evaluated within the
PAC (probably approximately correct) learning model.

(6) There is no feedback of information from the p-learner to agents.

In contrast, our model may be characterized by the following features:

(1)$ The target to be learned is a probability density or a probability mass
function. It is assumed that prior densities of the parameter specifying the target
density exist in several levels and form a hierarchical structure.

(2)$ The prediction loss is measured in terms of the average logarithmic loss.

(3)$ Each agent uses a probabilistic version of the Gibbs algorithm; i.e.,
a parameter value of a hypothesis is randomly chosen according to the Bayes
posterior distribution from the whole parameter space.

(4)$ The p-learner uses a simple algebraic operation or the Gibbs algorithm.

(5)$ The performance of a distributed learning system is evaluated in terms of
the additional loss, defined as the difference between its average logarithmic loss and
the average Bayes risk for NDB (the nondistributed Bayesian learning strategy).

(6)$ There is a feedback of information from the p-learner to agents (in the
hierarchical model).
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In summary, our framework may be considered as a probabilistic version of
Kearns and Seung's and also includes an extension of theirs to the case where there
are a hierarchical parameter structure and a feedback loop between each agent and
the p-learner.

This work is also technically related to hierarchical Bayesian inference [1] and
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method [2�4, 10, 12]. We apply MCMC to
the iterative learning process induced by the feedback of information from the
p-learner to agents in the hierarchical model. MCMC has mainly been applied to
efficient approximations of analytically intractable Bayesian inference [2, 10, 12, 15].
This work suggests a new application of MCMC to the design of distributed learning
systems.

1.3. Overview of Results

In Section 2, we first give a mathematical formalization of the plain model. We
introduce the average logarithmic loss for a distributed learning system as its
performance measure and show that it is lower-bounded by the average Bayes risk
for NDB. Hence, it turns out that the additional loss, which is defined as the
difference between the average logarithmic loss for a distributed learning system
and the average Bayes risk for NDB, is the key quantity to be analyzed.

In the plain model we define two types of distributed cooperative learning strategies,
which we denote by DCB1 and DCB2, respectively. DCB1 is a distributed learning
system in which each agent employs the probabilistic version of the Gibbs algorithm
and the p-learner employs a simple algebraic operation such as an arithmetic mean
operation. DCB1 is applicable to the situation where each agent has enough com-
putation power to run the Gibbs algorithm while the p-learner does not necessarily
have it. We investigate how well DCB1 works in the cases where the hypothesis
class is a class of Gaussian distributions with a constant variance and a class of
Poisson distributions. Here the hypothesis class is a class that each agent uses,
which is assumed to be the same as the class of possible target densities in our
Bayesian framework. Theorems 11 and 14 give upper bounds on the additional
losses for DCB1 for the cases above as functions of (1) the number m of examples
that each agent observes and (2) the population size s, in order to quantify the rela-
tion between the degree of speed-up of learning and the prediction accuracy. We
thereby demonstrate that DCB1 works approximately as well as NDB, achieving a
significant speed-up of learning over it.

DCB2 is a distributed learning system in which each agent outputs sufficient
statistics for the target density from the examples and the p-learner employs the
probabilistic version of the Gibbs algorithm. DCB2 is applicable to the situation
where the p-learner has enough computation power to run the Gibbs algorithm,
while each agent does not necessarily have it. We give a design and analysis of
DCB2 for the case where the hypothesis class belongs to the exponential family.
Specifically we demonstrate that DCB2 attains exactly the same average logarithmic
loss as NDB, attaining a significant speed-up of learning over it, for the classes of
Gaussian distributions with a constant mean, Gaussian distributions with a constant
variance, Poisson distributions, and multidimensional discrete distributions.
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In Section 3, we first give a mathematical formalization of the hierarchical model
of distributed learning and then introduce the distributed cooperative Bayesian
learning strategy of this model, which we denote by HDCB, as a strategy in which
each agent and the p-learner employ the probabilistic version of the Gibbs algo-
rithm iteratively through the feedback of information from the p-learner to agents.
Theorem 23 gives a general upper bound on the additional loss for HDCB for the
case where the parameter space is bounded. The bound is obtained as a function
of (1) the number m of examples that each agent observes, (2) the population size s,
and (3) the number N of feedback iterations that the p-learner and agents make.
We see from the bound that the additional loss for HDCB converges to zero
exponentially in N.

Further, Theorem 26 shows that for the class of Gaussian distributions with a
hierarchical parameter structure, the variation distance between the average probabil-
ity density for HDCB and that for NDB is upper-bounded by O(exp(&(c1N ln m)�
ln(sN)))+O((N ln m)�(ln(sN)) exp(&c2N)), where 0<c1 , c2<� are constants.
Thus, for the total sample size l=sm, setting s=O(- l) and N=O(ln l), the
variation distance between the average probability density for HDCB and that for
NDB can be made O((ln l)�l) while HDCB achieves a speed-up in computation
time from 0(l) for NDB to O(- l ln l).

In Section 4, we discuss extensions of DCBs to the following two cases: one is the
multi-hierarchically parameterized case, and the other is the general decision-
theoretic case where a general real-valued function may be used as a hypothesis and
a loss function other than the logarithmic loss may be used as a distortion measure
for prediction. Specifically, in the latter case, we relate a generalized version of
DCB1 to Vovk's aggregating strategies [13] and the notion of extended stochastic
complexity [14].

2. PLAIN MODEL

2.1. Model

Let s be a positive integer. A distributed learning system S consists of s agent
learners (for short, agents) and a single population learner (for short, a p-learner).
We call the number s the population size.

Let D be a measurable space. Let C=[ p(D | %): % # 3/Rk] be a given class of
probability density functions over D specified by a k-dimensional real-valued param-
eter %, belonging to a parameter space 3. (Note: Throughout the paper we use the
terminology ``a probability density function'' or simply ``a probability density''
assuming that D is continuous, but it should be replaced with a ``probability mass
function'' when D is a discrete space.) We call C the hypothesis class. Now we make
the following assumption on the data generation:

Assumption 1. (1) Each agent independently observes a sequence of examples,
each of which is independently generated according to an identical target probabilty
density function ( for short, a target density) p(D | %), belonging to C.
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FIG. 1. Distributed learning system of Type 1: Plain model.

(2) The value of the parameter % specifying the target density is unknown and
is generated according to a known prior probability density function ?(%) ( for short,
a prior density) over 3.

We call the model of learning in which Assumption 1 is satisfied the plain model.
We may consider two types of distributed learning systems, which we name

Type 1 and Type 2, respectively. In a distributed learning system S of Type 1 in the
plain model agents and the p-learner perform as follows: Let a positive integer m
be given. For each i (=1, ..., s), the i th agent takes as input a sequence Dm

i =
Di1 } } } Dim of m examples, C, and ?, then outputs an estimate of %. Letting %� i be the
output of the i th agent, the p-learner takes %� 1 , ..., %� s as input, then outputs an
estimate %� as a function of %� 1 , ..., %� s , which is itself an output of S. Note that the
p-learner does not have direct access to the random examples, C, or ?, but only to
a set of outputs of the agents. (See Fig. 1.)

In a distributed learning system S of Type 2 in the plain model agents and the
p-learner perform as follows: Letting , be a given function ,: D* � R* for some
positive integer d, for each i (=1, ..., s), the i th agent takes a sequence Dm

i =
Di1 } } } Dim as input, then outputs ,(Dm

i ). The p-learner takes ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s ), C,
and ? as input, then outputs an estimate %� , which is itself an output of S. (See Fig. 2.)

The difference between Type 1 and Type 2 is that in Type 1, the agents take the
most intelligent action and the p-learner just combines the outputs of the agents
without knowing C or ?, while in Type 2, the agents just send statistics to the
p-learner and the p-learner takes the most intelligent action, knowing C and ?. This
difference just originated from that of the situations. Type 1 meets the situation
where each agent has enough computation power to learn % from the training
examples (specifically, to make a random number generation in order to run the

FIG. 2. Distributed learning system of Type 2: Plain model.
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Gibbs algorithm), while the p-learner does not necessarily have it. The p-learner in
Type 1 might be thought of as a nonexpert general manager who makes a decision
on the basis of his subordinates' reports only. On the other hand, Type 2 meets the
situation where each agent does not necessarily have enough computation power to
learn % from examples, while only the p-learner has it.

Further, Type 1 allows us to design algorithms for agents and the p-learner inde-
pendently so that we can exchange algorithms for the agents and the p-learner with
some others, independently, in order to make the distributed learning system stronger.

The amount of information sent from each agent to the p-learner for Type 2 is
larger than that for Type 1 when the dimension of , is larger than that of %. Hence
Type 1 might be more appropriate than Type 2 for the case where there is not suf-
ficient large communication bandwidth between each agent and the p-learner.

Remark. Although we assume, for the sake of analytical simplicity, that the
sample size m is uniform over all agents, the model can be immediately extended
into a general case where the sample size is not uniform.

Let Dsm=Dm
1 } } } Dm

s be the training sequence. For a distributed learning system S,
let q(% | Dsm) be the probability density according to which the output %� of the p-learner
is generated. Then we can think of a mixture density � p(D | %) q(% | Dsm) d% as an
average probability density of D induced by Dsm for S. We measure the performance
of S in terms of its average logarithmic loss L(S) for predicting the probability
density of an unseen example using the average probability density for S, where
L(S) is defined by

L(S) =def E%EDsm | %ED | % _&ln | p(D | %) q(% | Dsm) d%& ,

where E% , ED sm | % , and ED | % denote the expectations taken with respect to ?(%),
p(Dsm | %), and p(D | %), respectively, and ln denotes the natural logarithm. Note
that the range of L(S) is (&�, �).

Let p*(% | Dsm) be the Bayes posterior density over 3 from Dsm defined as

p*(% | Dsm)=
?(%) >s

i=1 >m
j=1 p(Dij | %)

� ?(%) >s
i=1 >m

j=1 p(Dij | %) d%
.

We define the average Bayes risk L* for the sample size sm by

L* =def E%EDsm | %ED | % _&ln | p(D | %) p*(% | Dsm) d%& ,

which is obtained by plugging q(% | Dsm)= p*(% | Dsm) to the formula of L(S). We
define the nondistributed Bayesian learning strategy (in the plain model), which we
abbreviate as NDB, as a strategy which takes as input Dsm at once (not in parallel)
then chooses an estimate %� randomly according to p*(% | Dsm) and outputs it. We
can think of L* as the average logarithmic loss for NDB for the sample size sm.
Below we show a general relationship between L(S) and L*.
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Lemma 2. For a distributed learning system S (both of Type 1 and Type 2), let
q(% | Dsm) be the probability density according to which the output %� of the p-learner
in S is generated, and let

m*(D | Dsm) =def | p(D | %) p*(% | Dsm) d%,

mS(D | Dsm) =def | p(D | %) q(% | Dsm) d%,

D(m*&mS) =def | m*(D | Dsm) ln
m*(D | Dsm)
mS(D | Dsm)

dD,

where m*(D | Dsm) is the average probability density function of D induced by the
training sequence Dsm for NDB, mS(D | Dsm) is the one induced for the distributed
learning system S, and D(m*&mS) is the Kullback�Leibler divergence between m*
and mS for fixed Dsm. Then for any distributed learning system S, the following
equation holds,

L(S)=L*+EDsm [D(m*&mS)], (1)

where ED sm denotes the expectation taken with respect to p(Dsm)=� ?(%) p(Dsm | %) d%.

Proof of Lemma 2. Observe first that for any f independent of %,

E%EDsm | % ED | % [ f ]=| d%?(%) | dDsmp(Dsm | %) | dDp(D | %) f

=| dDsm | dD | d%p(Dsm) p(D | %) \?(%) p(Dsm | %)
p(Dsm) + f

=| dDdm p(Dsm) | dD | d%p(D | %) p*(% | Dsm) f

=EDsm ED | D sm [ f ],

where ED | Dsm and EDsm denote the expectations taken with respect to m*(D | Dsm)=
� p(D | %) p*(% | Dsm) d% and p(Dsm)=� ?(%) p(Dsm | %) d%, respectively. Since m* and
mS are both independent of % by their definitions, the above relation immediately
yields

L(S)=E%EDsm | %ED | % [&ln m*(D | Dsm)]+E% EDsm | %ED | % _ln
m*(D | Dsm)
mS(D | Dsm)&

=L*+E%EDsm | % ED | % _ln
m*(D | Dsm)
mS(D | Dsm)&

=L*+ED sm ED | Dsm _ln
m*(D | Dsm)
mS(D | Dsm)&

=L*+ED sm [D(m*&mS)].

This completes the proof of Lemma 2. K
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Since D(m*&mS)�0 holds in general, we immediately see from (1) that

L(S)�L*,

where the equality holds if and only if

q(% | Dsm)= p*(% | Dsm), (2)

for every % and Dsm. A distributed learning system that realizes (2) is ideal in the
sense that it can attain the same average logarithmic loss as NDB. However, (2)
does not necessarily hold for most distributed learning systems with s(�2) agents.
Then the effectiveness of a distributed learning system is measured in terms of how
large its average logarithmic loss is deviated from L*. Hence we may measure the
performance of a distributed learning system S in terms of L(S)&L*, which we
call the additional average logarithmic loss (for short, the additional loss) for S. We
wish to design a distributed learning system such that the additional loss is as small
as possible, while attaining a significant speed-up of learning over NDB.

Remark. Let L** be the average logarithmic loss associated with the target
density p(D | %), i.e., L** =def E%ED sm | %ED | %[&ln p(D | %)]. Then the Bayes risk for
NDB is not smaller than L**, i.e., L*�L**. However, only the strategy that
knows % can attain L**. Note that NDB achieves the least average logarithmic loss
over all learning strategies that are not given any information about the parameter
% for the target density other than the prior density ?, in advance.

2.2. Algorithms

The performance of a distributed learning system depends on what types of
algorithms are used for the agents and the p-learner. We first introduce a specific
form of distributed learning systems of Type 1.

Definition 3. We define the distributed cooperative Bayesian learning strategy
of Type 1 (in the plain model), which we abbreviate as DCB1, as the distributed
learning system of Type 1 satisfying the following:

(1) Each agent employs the Gibbs algorithm, i.e., the i th agent takes as input
Dm

i =Di1 } } } Dim , C, and ?, then outputs the parameter value %� i chosen randomly
according to the Bayes posterior density p(% | Dm

i ), which is calculated as

p(% | Dm
i )=

?(%) >m
j=1 p(Dij | %)

� ?(%$) >m
j=1 p(D ij | %$) d%$

(i=1, ..., s).

(2) The p-learner receives %� 1 , ..., %� s as input, then outputs the parameter value
of the form

f (%� 1 , ..., %� s), (3)

where f is a given function from 3s to 3, which does not depend on any Dsm.
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Remarks. (1) In designing DCB1, it is assumed that each agent has enough
computation power to make random samplings according to a given probability
distribution. On the other hand, the p-learner is only required to perform a simple
algebraic operation (3), which should be designed as simple as possible in order to
make the computational complexity for the p-learner as small as possible. As will
be seen in Examples 4 and 5, this paper specifically considers the case where f in
(3) is the arithmetic mean operation.

(2) As will be seen in Example 4 (Gaussian distributions) and Example 5
(Poisson distributions), there exist some cases where the running times required by
the agent and the p-learner to run the Gibbs algorithm are linear in the sample size
m and the population size s, respectively. For such cases the computation time
for each agent is O(m), while that for NDB is 0(sm). Further assume that the
computation time for the p-learner in DCB1 is O(s) (this assumption is satisfied for
the case where f in (3) is the arithmetic mean operation). Then the overall com-
putational time for DCB1 is O(s+m). For the total sample size l=sm, the overall
computation time for DCB1 is O(- l) if we set s=3(- l) and m=3(- l) (i.e.,
s and m are set to be of the same order so that (s+l�s) is made smallest). Then
we say that DCB1 achieves a speed-up in computation time from 0(l) for NDB
to O(- l).

Example 4. Let D=R and C=[N(%, _2 : D): % # (&�, �), _ is known]. Here
N(%, _2 : D) denotes the Gaussian distribution with mean % and variance
_2 : (1�- 2? _) exp(&(D&%)2�2_2). (Note: We may write N(%, _2) instead of
N(%, _2 : D) when D is trivial from the context.) Let the prior density of % be
N(%0 , _2

0 : %) where %0 # (&�, �) and 0<_0<� are known. Then the i th agent
outputs %� i chosen randomly according to the following probability density:

%� i tp(% | Dm
i )

=N \
_2

0 �m
j=1 Dij+_2%0

m_2
0+_2 ,

_2_2
0

m_2
0+_2+ (i=1, ..., s). (4)

Here p(% | Dm
i ) is easily derived by noting that the joint density of % and Dm

i is
proportional to exp(&(%&%0)2�2_2

0) exp(&�m
j=1 (Dij&%)2�2_2).

Let the p-learner use the arithmetic mean operation as f in (3); i.e., the p-learner
outputs %� calculated as

%� =
1
s

:
s

i=1

%� i , (5)

then %� is generated according to the probability density

%� tq(% | Dsm)

=N \
_2

0(�s
i=1 �m

j=1 Dij)+s_2%0

s(m_2
0+_2)

,
_2_2

0

s(m_2
0+_2)+ ,
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which can be verified by transforming the random variables (%1 , ..., %s) with joint
density >m

i=1 p(%i | Dm
i ) into (%� , !1 , ..., !s&1), where

%� =(1�s) :
s

i=1

%i ,

!1=(%1&%2)�- 2,

!2=(%1+%2&2%3)�- 6,

b

!s&1=(%1+%2+ } } } +%s&1&(s&1)%s)�- s(s&1)

and examining the joint density of %� , !1 , ..., !s&1 . (Note: %� , !1 , ..., !s&1 are inde-
pendent.)

On the other hand, by noting that the joint density of % and Dsm is proportional
to exp(&(%&%0)2�2_2

0) exp(&�s
i=1 �m

j=1 (D ij&%)2�2_2), it is verified that the
Bayes posterior density p*(% | Dsm) is given by

p*(% | Dsm)=N \
_2

0(�s
i=1 �m

j=1 Dij)+_2%0

sm_2
0+_2 ,

_2_2
0

sm_2
0+_2+ . (6)

In this case q(% | Dsm) and p*(% | Dsm) differ from each other when s�2 and
_0<�. We bound the additional loss induced by this difference subsequently. It is
straightforward to extend the above analysis to the case where % is multidimen-
sional.

Note here that the running time required by the i th agent to compute %� i with
density (4) and that for NDB to compute %� with density (6) are both linear in the
sample size, since the computation time required for a random sampling according
to a Gaussian distribution specified by a given parameter value is O(1) in s and m,
supposing that a program for a random number generation according to a
Gaussian distribution is given to all the agents. There actually exists an efficient
algorithm for generating random numbers according to a given Gaussian distribu-
tion (see Chap. 4 in [7]).

Example 5. Let D=Z+ _ [0] and let C=[e&%%D�D!: %>0] be a class of
Poisson distributions. Let the prior distribution of % be the gamma distribution
with density G(:, ;)=%:&1e&%�;�;:1(:), where :>0 and ;>0 are given, and 1
denotes the gamma function defined as 1(x)=��

0 e&ttx&1 dt (x>0). Then each
agent outputs %� i chosen randomly according to the following probability density:

%� i tp(% | Dm
i )

=G \:+ :
m

j=1

Dij , \m+
1
;+

&1

+ (i=1, ..., s). (7)
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Let the p-learner output %� using the arithmetic mean operation as in (5), then the
probability density of %� is given by

%� tq(% | Dsm)

=G \s:+ :
s

i=1

:
m

j=1

D ij , \sm+
s
;+

&1

+ ,

which can be verified by transforming the random variables (%1 , ..., %s) with joint
density >m

i=1 p(%i | Dm
i ) into (%� , !1 , ..., !s&1), where %� =(1�s) �s

i=1 %i , !1=%2 �%1 , ...,
!s&1=%s �%1 and examining the joint density of %� , !1 , ..., !s&1 .

On the other hand, the Bayes posterior density p*(% | Dsm) is given by

p*(% | Dsm)=G \:+ :
s

i=1

:
m

j=1

Dij , \sm+
1
;+

&1

+ . (8)

Here the derivations of p(% | Dm
i ) and p*(% | Dsm) are done similarly to those for

Example 4.
In this case q(% | Dsm) and p*(% | Dsm) differ from each other when s{1. Note here

that the running time required by the ith agent to compute %� i with density (7) and
that for NDB to compute %� with density (8) are both linear in the sample size, since
the computation time required for a random sampling according to a fixed gamma
distribution is O(1), supposing that a program for a random number generation
according to a gamma distribution is given to all of the agents. There actually exists
an efficient algorithm for generating random numbers according to a given gamma
distribution (see Chap. 4 in [7]).

Next we consider the design of distributed learning systems of Type 2 for the case
where the p-learner is allowed to take as input C and ? as well as %� 1 , ..., %� s , while
each agent employs a simple algebraic operation.

We say that C=[ p(D | %) : % # 3] belongs to the exponential family if and only
if for some positive integer d, for some scalar-valued functions g, h, }l , and �l

(l=1, ..., d ), any probability density p(D | %) in C is decomposed as

p(D | %)= g(%) h(D) exp \& :
d

l=1

}l (%) �l (D)+ .

Supposing that the data generation is independent, we see that for any given
Dl=D1 } } } Dl , the joint density of Dl is given by

p(Dl | %)=(g(%))l \ `
l

j=1

h(Dj)+ exp \& :
d

l=1

}l (%) :
l

j=1

�l (Dj)+ ,

where a d-dimensional statistics: ,(Dl)=(�l
j=1 �1(Dj), ..., �l

j=1 �d (Dj )) is called a
sufficient statistics for % (from Dl). Here is a general form of distributed cooperative
Bayesian learning strategy of Type 2 for classes belonging to the exponential family.
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Definition 6. Suppose that C=[ p(D | %): % # 3] belongs to the exponential
family and that for some positive integer d, for some scalar-valued functions g, h, }l ,
and �l (l=1, ..., d ), each probability density p(D | %) in C is decomposed as p(D | %)
= g(%) h(D) exp(&�d

l=1 }l (%) �l (D)). We define the distributed cooperative Bayesian
learning strategy of Type 2 (in the plain model), which we abbreviate as DCB2, as
the distributed learning system of Type 2 satisfying the following:

(1) The i th agent takes as input a sequence Dm
i =Di1 } } } Dim of examples,

then outputs a d-dimensional vector:

,(Dm
i )=(, (1)(Dm

i ), ..., ,(d)(Dm
i ))=\ :

m

j=1

�1(Dij), ..., :
m

j=1

�d (Dij)+ . (9)

(2) The p-learner receives as input ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s ), C, and ?, then outputs
the parameter value %� chosen randomly according to p(% | ,(Dm

1 ), ..., ,(Dm
s )) cal-

culated as

p(% | ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s ))=
?(%)(g(%))sm exp(&�d

l=1 } l (%) xl)
� ?(%$)(g(%$))sm exp(&�d

l=1 }l (%$) xl) d%$
, (10)

where

xl= :
s

i=1

,(l )(Dm
i ) (l=1, ..., d ).

Remark. In designing DCB2, it is assumed that the p-learner has enough
computation power to make random samplings according to a given probability
distribution. On the other hand, each agent is only required to perform a simple
algebraic operation to compute ,(Dm

i ).

Example 7. For C and ? in Example 4, we see that C belongs to the exponen-
tial family with d=1 and �1(D)=D. We may design DCB2 in which ,(Dm

i ) as in
(9) and p(% | ,(Dm

1 ), ..., ,(Dm
s )) as in (10) are given by

,(Dm
i )= :

m

j=1

Dij , (11)

p(% | ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s ))=N \sm_2
0x+_2%0

sm_2
0+_2 ,

_2_2
0

sm_2
0+_2+ , (12)

where x=�s
i=1 ,(Dm

i ). Note that p(% | ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s )) matches p*(% | Dsm) as
in (6).

The running time for the i th agent to compute (11) is O(m) and that for the
p-learner to compute %� with density (12) is O(s), since the computation time required
for a random sampling according to a Gaussian distribution specified by a fixed
parameter value is O(1) in s and m, supposing that a program for a random
number generation according to a Gaussian distribution is given to the p-learner.
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Example 8. Let D=R and C=[N(+, %2 : D): % # (0, �), + is known]. We see
that C belongs to the exponential family with d=2. Let the prior distribution of %
be the inverse gamma distribution with density IG(:, ;)=(;:e&;�%)�(1(:) %:+1),
where : and ; are given positive constants. We may design DCB2 in which ,(Dm

i )
as in (9) and p(% | ,(Dm

1 ), ..., ,(Dm
s )) as in (10) are calculated as

,(Dm
i )=(,(1)(Dm

i ), , (2)(Dm
i ))=\ :

m

j=1

Dij , :
m

j=1

D2
ij&

1
m \ :

m

j=1

Dij+
2

+ , (13)

p(% | ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s ))=IG \sm+:,
1
2 \sm \ x

sm
&++

2

+ y+2;++ , (14)

where x=�s
i=1 ,(1)(Dm

i ) and y=�s
i=1 ,(2)(Dm

i ).
The running time for the i th agent to compute (13) is O(m) and that for the

p-learner to compute %� with density (14) is O(s), since the computation time
required for a random sampling according to a fixed inverse gamma distribution
is O(1) in s and m, supposing that a program for a random number generation
according to an inverse gamma distribution is given to the p-learner. There actually
exists an efficient algorithm for generating random numbers according to a given
inverse gamma distribution (see Chap. 4 in [7]).

Example 9. For C and ? in Example 5, we see that C belongs to the exponen-
tial family with d=1. We may design DCB2 in which ,(Dm

i ) as in (9) and
p(% | ,(Dm

1 ), ..., ,(Dm
s )) as in (10) are given by

,(Dm
i )= :

m

j=1

Dij , (15)

p(% | ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s ))=G(:+x, (sm+1�;)&1), (16)

where x=�s
i=1 ,(Dm

i ).
The running time for the ith agent to compute (15) is O(m) and that for the

p-learner to compute %� with density (16) is O(s), since the computation time required
for a random sampling according to a fixed gamma distribution is O(1) in s
and m, supposing that a program for a random number generation according to a
gamma distribution is given to the p-learner.

Example 10. Let D=[0, 1, ..., k] and C=[ p(l | %)=%l (l=0, 1, ..., k): %=
(%0 , %1 , ..., %k) # [0, 1]k, �k

l=0 %l=1], which is the class of k-dimensional discrete
distributions. We see that C belongs to the exponential family with d=k. Let the
prior distribution of % be the Dirichlet distribution with density D(:0 , ..., :k)=
(1(:0+ } } } +:k)�1(:0) } } } 1(:k)) %:0&1

0
} } } %:k&1

k , where :0 , ..., :k are given positive
constants. We may design DCB2 in which ,(Dm

i ) as in (9) and p(% | ,(Dm
1 ), ...,

,(Dm
s )) as in (10) are calculated as

,(Dm
i )=(,(1)(Dm

i ), ..., ,(k)(Dm
i ))=(mi (1), ..., mi (k)), (17)

p(% | ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s ))=D(:0+x0 , ..., :k+xk), (18)
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where mi (l ) is the number of occurrences of D=l in Dm
i , xl=�s

i=1 ,(l )(Dm
i )

(i=1, ..., s, l=1, ..., k), and x0=sm&�k
l=1 x l .

The running time for the i th agent to compute (17) is O(km) and that for the
p-learner to compute %� with density (18) is O(ks), since the computation time
required for a random sampling according to a fixed Dirichlet distribution is O(1)
in s and m, supposing that a program for a random number generation according
to a Dirichlet distribution is given to the p-learner. There actually exists an efficient
algorithm for generating random numbers according to a given Dirichlet distribu-
tion (see Chap. 4 in [7]).

2.3. Analysis

This section first gives analyses of DCB1 for the particular classes introduced in
the previous section. Theorem 11 gives an upper bound on the additional loss for
DCB1 in Example 4.

Theorem 11. For the class of Gaussian distributions with a constant variance as
in Example 4, for sufficiently large l=sm, the additional loss for DCB1 is given as

L(DCB1)&L*=
_2_2

0

2(m_2
0+_2)2 \s&1

s +
2

(1+o(1)), (19)

where o(1) tends to zero as l=sm goes to infinity.

Corollary 12. For the total sample size l=sm, setting s=3(- l), the addi-
tional loss for DCB1 in Example 4 can be made O(1�l) while DCB1 achieves a
speed-up in computation time from 0(l) for NDB to O(- l).

Remarks. (1) When l=sm is fixed, substituting m=l�s into (19), we see that
the main term of the additional loss for DCB1 is 3(s2), which is an increasing func-
tion of s. When m is fixed, we see that as s increases, the main term of the addi-
tional loss for DCB1 would approach _2_2

0 �2(m_2
0+_2)2, which can be thought of

as an inevitable loss due to the parallelism.

(2) As seen from (19), for any =>0, if we set m=3(1�- =) and s=3(1�- =),
then the additional loss for DCB1 can be made at most =, while DCB1 achieves a
speed-up in computation time from 0(1�=) for NDB to O(1�- =).

(3) Consider the case where ? is the uniform prior for %, which can be
thought of as the Gaussian prior N(%0 , _2

0) with _0=�. This prior density makes
q(% | Dsm) completely coincide with p*(% | Dsm). Thus setting s=3(- l), DCB1
using the uniform prior attains the same average logarithmic loss as NDB, while
DCB1 achieves a speed-up in computation time from 0(l) for NDB to O(- l).

Proof of Theorem 11. We start with a lemma concerning the Kullback�Leibler
divergence between two Gaussian distributions.
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Lemma 13. For p=N(+1 , _2
1) and q=N(+2 , _2

2), the Kullback�Leibler divergence
D( p&q) is given by

D( p&q)=ln
_2

_1

+
1

2_2
2

(_2
1+(+1&+2)2)&

1
2

.

(The proof of Lemma 13 is omitted.)
Next note that for p(D | %)=N(%, _2

1 : D) and ?(%)=N(+, _2
2 : %) for constants

+, _1 and _2 , the mixture density m(D)=� p(D | %) ?(%) d% is proportional to
� exp(&(D&%)2�2_2

1) exp(&(%&+)2�2_2
2) d%, which is also proven to be propor-

tional to exp(&(D&+)2�2(_2
1+_2

2)). This implies that m(D)=N(+, _2
1+_2

2 : D).
Applying this fact into the cases of ?(%)=q(% | Dsm) and ?(%)= p*(% | Dsm) obtained
in Example 4, we see that m*(D | Dsm) and mS(D | Dsm) are calculated as follows:

m*(D | Dsm)=N \
_2

0 � i, j Dij+_2%0

sm_2
0+_2 , _2+

_2_2
0

sm_2
0+_2+ ,

mS(D | Dsm)=N \
_2

0 � i, j Dij+s_2%0

s(m_2
0+_2)

, _2+
_2_2

0

s(m_2
0+_2)+ .

Using Lemma 13 we see that D(m*&mS) is expanded as follows:

D(m*&mS)=
1
2

ln
_2+_2_2

0�s(m_2
0+_2)

_2+_2_2
0 �(sm_2

0+_2)
+

_2+_2_2
0�(sm_2

0+_2)
2(_2+_2 _2

0 �s(m_2
0+_2))

+
_4_4

0(� i, j Dij&sm%0)2 ((s&1)�s)2

2(_2+(_2_2
0 �s(m_2

0+_2)))(m_2
0+_2)2 (sm_2

0+_2)2&
1
2

. (20)

Letting x=1�(sm+s(_2�_2
0))=O(1�sm) and y=1�(sm+(_2�_2

0))=O(1�sm), the
sum of the first and second terms in the right-hand side of (20) is evaluated for
sufficiently large l=sm as follows:

1
2

ln
1+x
1+ y

+
1+ y

2(1+x)
=

1
2 \x&

x2

2
&y+ y2&O(1�(sm)3)+

+
1
2

(1+ y)(1&x+x2+O(1�(sm)3))

=
1
2

+
1
4 \

s&1
s +

2 _4_4
0

(sm_2
0+_2)2 (m_2+_2)2+O(1�(sm)3).

The third term in the right-hand side of (20) is _2�(2(m_2
0+_2)2)((s&1)�s)2_

((1�sm) �i, j Dij&%0)2 (1+o(1)). Hence, we have

D(m*&mS)=
_2

2(m_2
0+_2)2 \s&1

s +
2

\ 1
sm

:
i, j

Dij&%0+
2

(1+o(1)), (21)
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where o(1) tends to zero uniformly with respect to Dsm as l=sm goes to infinity.
Note here that it is immediately proven that

EDsm _\ 1
sm

:
i, j

Dij&%0+
2

&=_2
0+

_2

sm
. (22)

Taking an expectation of (21) with respect to Dsm and then using (22) yield

EDsm [D(m*&mS)]=
_2_2

0

2(m_2
0+_2)2 \s&1

s +
2

(1+o(1)).

Combining this fact with Lemma 2 yields (19). This completes the proof of
Theorem 11. K

Theorem 14 gives an upper bound on the additional loss for DCB1 in Example 5.

Theorem 14. For the class of Poisson distributions as in Example 5, for sufficiently
large l=sm, the additional loss for DCB1 is upper-bounded as

L(DCB1)&L*�
2:
m \s&1

s + (1+o(1)), (23)

where o(1) tends to zero as l=sm goes to infinity.

Corollary 15. For the total sample size l=sm, setting s=3(- l), the addi-
tional loss for DCB1 in Example 5 can be made O(1�- l ) while DCB1 achieves a
speed-up in computation time from 0(l) for NDB to O(- l ).

Remarks. (1) As seen from (23), the main term of the additional loss for
DCB1 is 3(s) for fixed l=sm, which is an increasing function of s. Further we see
that as s increases for fixed m, the main term of the right-hand side of (23) would
approach 2:�m, which can be thought of as an inevitable loss due to the parallelism.

(2) As seen from (23), for any =>0, if we set m=3(1�=) and s=3(1�=), then
the additional loss for DCB1 can be made at most =, while DCB1 achieves a speed-
up in computation time from 0(1�=2) for NDB to O(1�=).

Proof of Theorem 14. First note that for p(D | %)=e&%%D�D! and ?(%)=G(:, ;)
for constants :, ;>0, the mixture density m(D)=� p(D | %) ?(%) d% is (1+1�;) (:+D)

1(:+D)�(D! 1(:)). Applying this fact into the cases of ?(%)=q(% | Dsm) and ?(%)=
p*(% | Dsm) obtained in Example 5 and writing � i, j D i, j as { for the sake of nota-
tional simplicity, m*(D | Dsm) and mS(D | Dsm) are calculated as follows:

m*(D | Dsm)=
(sm+1�;):+{ 1(:+D+{)

(1+sm+1�;)D+:+{ D! 1(:+{)
,

mS(D | Dsm)=
(sm+s�;)s:+{ 1(s:+D+{)

(1+sm+s�;)D+s:+{ D! 1(s:+{)
.
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Using these formulas we immediately obtain

ln
m*(D | Dsm)
mS(D | Dsm)

=(D+s:+{) ln(1+sm+s�;)&(D+:+{) ln(1+sm+1�;)

+(:+{) ln(sm+1�;)&(s:+{) ln(sm+s�;)

+ln
1(:+D+{) 1(s:+{)
1(s:+D+{) 1(:+{)

=D ln
1+sm+s�;
1+sm+1�;

(24)

+s: ln
1+sm+s�;

sm+s�;
+: ln

sm+1�;
1+sm+1�;

(25)

+{ ln
(1+sm+s�;)(sm+1�;)
(sm+s�;)(1+sm+1�;)

(26)

+ln
1(:+D+{) 1(s:+{)
1(s:+D+{) 1(:+{)

. (27)

As for the expectation of D, we have

EDsm ED | Dsm [D]=EDsm _:
D

D | p(D | %) p*(% | Dsm) d%&
=EDsm _| %p*(% | Dsm) d%& (28)

=EDsm _\:+:
i, j

Di, j+ (sm+1�;)&1& (29)

=:(1+;sm)(sm+1�;)&1 (30)

=:;(1+o(1)), (31)

where o(1) tends to zero as l=sm goes to infinity. In deriving (28) we have used
the fact that the mean of the Poisson distribution with density e&%%D�D! is %. In
deriving (29) and (30) we have used the fact that the mean of the gamma distribu-
tion with density G(:, ;) is :;. Thus, taking expectations of (24) with respect to D
and Dsm and then plugging (31) into the expected form of (24) yields

EDsm ED | Dsm _D ln
1+sm+s�;
1+sm+1�;&=

:
m \s&1

s + (1+o(1)), (32)

where we have used the fact that ln((1+sm+s�;)�(1+sm+1�;))=(s&1)_
(1+o(1))�;sm.
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As for (25), we have

s: ln
1+sm+s�;

sm+s�;
+: ln

sm+1�;
1+sm+1�;

=
:
m \s&1

s + (1+o(1)). (33)

Further notice that both (26) and (27) are not larger than zero when s�1. Thus,
taking a sum of (32) and (33), we see that the expected value of ln(m*(D | Dsm)�
mS(D | Dsm)) is upper-bounded by (2:(s&1)�sm)(1+o(1)). Hence we obtain (23)
using Lemma 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 14. K

Next we give an analysis of DCB2 for general classes belonging to the exponen-
tial family.

Theorem 16. Suppose that C=[ p(D | %): % # 3] belongs to the exponential family
and that for some positive integer d, for some scalar-valued functions g, h, } l , and �l

(l=1, ..., d ), each density p(D | %) in C is decomposed as p(D | %)= g(%) h(D)_
exp(&�d

l=1 } l (%) � l (D)). Suppose that the computation time for a random sampling
of % according to (10) is O(ds). Then for the total sample size l=sm, the additional
loss for DCB2 with s=3(- l) can be made zero while DCB2 achieves a speed-up in
computation time from 0(l) for NDB to O(d - l).

Corollary 17. For each of Examples 7, 8, and 9, for the total sample size
l=sm, the additional loss for DCB2 with s=3(- l) can be made zero while DCB2
achieves a speed-up in computation time from 0(l) for NDB to O(- l). For the class
of k-dimensional discrete distributions as in Example 10, the additional loss for DCB2
with s=3(- l) can be made zero, while DCB2 achieves a speed-up in computation
time from 0(l) for NDB to O(k - l).

Proof of Theorem 16. For C satisfying the assumption as in Theorem 16, the
Bayes posterior density of % for NDB is given by

p*(% | Dsm)=
?(%) >s

i=1 >m
j=1 p(Dij | %)

� ?(%) > s
i=1 >m

j=1 p(Dij | %) d%

=
?(%)(g(%))sm exp(&�d

l=1 }l (%) �s
i=1 �l (Dm

i )))
� ?(%)(g(%))sm exp(&�d

l=1 }l (%) �s
i=1 �l (Dm

i )) d%
,

which coincides with p(% | ,(Dm
1 ), ..., ,(Dm

s )) as in (10). Hence the average logarithmic
loss for DCB2 coincides with that for NDB.

Since the running time for each agent to compute (9) is O(dm) and that for the
p-learner to compute %� chosen randomly according to (21) is O(ds) under the
assumption as in Theorem 16, the total computation time for DCB2 is O(d(m+s))
=O(d - l) letting s=3(- l), while that for NDB is 0(l). This completes the
proof of Theorem 16. K
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3. HIERARCHICAL MODEL

3.1. Model

In this section we consider the model in which probability densities according to
which examples are generated are not identical over all agents, but there exists a
hyperparameter that relates all the densities to one another. A distributed learning
system S in this model consists of s agents and a single p-learner as in the plain
model, where the role of the agent is to estimate the parameter for the target density
while that of the p-learner is to estimate the hyperparameter. The main difference
between this model and the plain model is a probabilistic assumption on the generation
of examples and parameters. Below we give a mathematical form of this assumption.
Let C=[ p(D | %): % # 3/Rk] be a given hypothesis class of probability densities
specified by a k-dimensional real-valued parameter vector %, belonging to a param-
eter space 3.

Assumption 18. (1) Each agent independently observes a sequence of examples
each of which is independently generated according to the target density p(D | %i)
(i=1, ..., s), belonging to C.

(2) The values of the parameters %i (i=1, ..., s) are unknown, and each of them
is independently generated according to a known prior density ?(% | +) over 3 where
+ is an unknown hyperparameter.

(3) The value of the hyperparameter + is generated according to a known prior
density ?(+).

We call the model in which Assumption 18 is satisfied the hierarchical model. We
set |=(%1 , ..., %s , +), which is a (ks+1)-dimensional real-valued vector. Let 3 and
M be the ranges of % and +, respectively. We denote the range of | by 0=3s_M.

Let positive integers m, N, and an initial value +̂(0) be given. A distributed learning
system S in the hierarchical model makes the following iteration process: At the
l th iteration step (l=1, 2, ..., N), for each i (=1, ..., s), the i th agent takes as input
a sequence Dm

i =Di1 } } } Dim of m examples, +̂ (l&1), C, and ?(% | +), then outputs an
estimate %� (l )

i of %i . The p-learner takes as input %� (l )
1 } } } , %� (l )

s , ?(% | +), and ?(+), then
outputs an estimate +̂(l ) of +. The output +̂(l ) of the p-learner is sent back to all
of the agents. This process goes on iteratively with respect to l. The vector of
parameter values, |̂=(%� (N)

1 , ..., %� (N)
s , +̂ (N)) obtained after N-times repetitions of the

iteration process is an output of S. (See Fig. 3.)
Let Dsm=Dm

1 } } } Dm
s be the training sequence. Let q(| | Dsm) be the probability

density according to which the output |̂ of S is generated. Let D=(D1 } } } Ds)

FIG. 3. Distributed learning system: Hierarchical model.
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where Di denotes a random variable representing an example that the ith agent
observes. We write the probability density of D as

p(D | |)= p(D1 } } } Ds | |)= `
s

i=1

p(D i | %i).

We define mS(D | Dsm) as

mS(D | Dsm) =def | p(D | |) q(| | Dsm) d|, (34)

which can be thought of as an average probability density function of D induced
by Dsm for S. We measure the performance of a distributed learning system S by
the average logarithmic loss L(S) for predicting the probability density of an
unseen example using the average probability density mS(D | Dsm), where L(S) is
defined as

L(S) =def E|EDsm | |ED | | [&ln mS(D | Dsm)],

where E| , ED sm | | , and ED | | denote the expectations taken with respect to ?(|)
(=?(+) ?(% | +)), p(Dsm | |)(=> s

i=1 >m
j=1 p(Dij | %i)), and p(D | |), respectively.

Similar to the plain model, we define the Bayes posterior density p*(| | Dsm) of |
from Dsm as

p*(| | Dsm)=
?(+) >s

i=1 (?(%i | +) >m
j=1 p(Dij | %i))

� ?(+$) >s
i=1 (?(%$i | +$) >m

j=1 p(D ij | %$i )) d+$ d%$1 } } } d%$s
, (35)

and the mixture density m*(D | Dsm) as

m*(D | Dsm) =def | p(D | |) p*(| | Dsm) d|, (36)

then also define the average Bayes risk L* by

L* =def E|EDsm | |ED | | [&ln m*(D | Dsm)].

We define the nondistributed Bayesian learning strategy (in the hierarchical
model), which we denote by NDB as with the plain model, as a strategy which
takes as input Dsm at once (not in parallel) then outputs |̂ chosen randomly
according to p*(| | Dsm). We can think of m*(D | Dsm) as the average probability
density of D induced by the training sequence for NDB, and can think of L* as the
average logarithmic loss for NDB. We define the additional average logarithmic loss
(for short, additional loss) for S by L(S)&L*. It can be proven as with Lemma 2
that the additional loss is not less than zero. It is zero if and only if q(| | Dsm)=
p*(| | Dsm) for all | and Dsm.
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In this section, we introduce another performance measure d(S) for the sake of
analytical simplicity. For a distributed learning system S, for any Dsm, we define
d(S) by

d(S) =def | |mS(D | Dsm)&m*(D | Dsm)| dD, (37)

where the notations of mS(D | Dsm) and m*(D | Dsm) follow (34) and (36), respec-
tively. Note that d(S) depends on the training sequence Dsm. Here d(S) is the
variation distance between m* and mS , which measures how large the average
performance of S for predicting the probability density of an unseen example is
deviated from that of NDB. Recall now from Lemma 2 that the additional loss is
given by ED sm [D(m*&mS)], which is an expected Kullback�Leibler divergence
between m* and mS . Thus d(S) can be thought of as an analogue of the additional
loss L(S)&L*. We wish to design a distributed learning system S such that its
additional loss or d(S) is as small as possible, while attaining a significant speed-up
of learning over NDB.

3.2. Algorithms

We introduce the distributed cooperative Bayesian learning strategy in the
hierarchical model as follows:

Definition 19. Let a positive integer N and an initial hyperparameter value +̂(0)

be given. We define the distributed cooperative Bayesian strategy (in the hierarchical
model), which we abbreviate as HDCB, as the distributed learning system that
makes the following iteration process N times: At the l th iteration (l=1, 2, ..., N),

(1) Each agent employs the Gibbs algorithm, i.e., the i th agent takes as input
Dm

i =Di1 } } } D im , C, ?(% | +), and the latest estimate +̂(l&1) of +, then outputs the
parameter value %� (l )

i chosen randomly according to the Bayes posterior density
p(%i | Dm

i , +̂(l&1)), which is calculated as

p(%i | Dm
i , +̂(l&1))=

?(% i | +̂(l&1)) >m
j=1 p(D ij | %i )

� ?(%$i | +̂ (l&1)) >m
j=1 p(D ij | %$i ) d%$i

(i=1, ..., s).

(2) The p-learner also employs the Gibbs algorithm; i.e., it takes as input the
latest estimates %� (l )

1 , ..., %� (l )
s , ?(% | +), and ?(+), then outputs the parameter value +̂(l )

chosen randomly according to the Bayes posterior density p(+ | %� (l )
1 , ..., %� (l )

s ), which
is calculated as

p(+ | %� (l )
1 , ..., %� (l )

s )=
?(+) >s

i=1 ?(%� (l )
i | +)

� ?(+$) >s
i=1 ?(%� (l )

i | +$) d+$
.

The output of the system is |̂=(%� (N)
1 , ..., %� (N)

s , +̂(N)).
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Remarks. (1) Let the outputs of the agents and the p-learner at the l th iteration
be %� (l )

i (i=1, ..., s) and +̂(l), respectively. We set |̂(l)=(%� (l)
1 , ..., %� (l )

s , +̂(l )) (l=1, ..., N).
Then the process

|̂(1) � |̂(2) � } } } � |̂(N) (38)

forms a Markov chain. That is, letting K(|$, |) be the transition probability
density from |$ to | (|=(%1 , ..., %s , +), |$=(%$1 , ..., %$s , +$) # 0) and p*(| | Dsm) be
the Bayes posterior density as in (35), it is easily checked that K(|$, |)=
(>s

i=1 p(%i | Dm
i , +)) p(+ | %$1 , ..., %$s) and that

p*(| | Dsm)=| K(|$, |) p*(|$ | Dsm) d|$,

which implies that p*(| | Dsm) is a stationary distribution for this Markov chain.
The iteration process (38) is known as a Markov chain Monte Carlo process (see,
[2�4, 10, 12]) and is algorithmically equivalent to the Gibbs sampler [3].

(2) As will be seen in Example 21, there exist some cases where the computa-
tion times required by the agent and the p-learner to run the Gibbs algorithm are
linear in the sample size m and the population size s, respectively. For such cases,
since each agent in HDCB employs the Gibbs algorithm for m examples N times
and the p-learner employs it for s examples N times, the computation time for
HDCB is O(N(s+m)), while that for NDB is 0(sm). For the total sample size
l=sm, the computational time for HDCB is O(N - l) if we set s=3(- l) and
m=3(- l) so that (N(s+l�s)) is made smallest. Then we say that HDCB achieves
a speed-up in computation time from 0(l) for NDB to O(N - l).

(3) HDCB may have another computational merit in comparison with NDB.
As will be seen in Examples 20 and 21, there exist some cases where the joint Bayes
posterior density p(| | Dsm)= p(%1 , ..., %s , + | Dsm) for NDB is analytically hard to
calculate, while the conditional densities p(%1 , ..., %s | Dm, +) and p(+ | %1 , ..., %s) can
be straightforwardly calculated.

(4) HDCB can be thought of as a hierarchical variant of DCB1. We may also
consider a hierarchical variant of DCB2 in which each agent outputs a number of
statistics for the target densities and the p-learner chooses |̂ randomly according
to the joint Bayesian posterior density. However, the computation argument in
remark (3) implies that such a hierarchical variant of DCB2 might be inefficient in
computing the joint Bayes posterior density, in general, for the hierarchical proba-
bility model. (This holds even for the simple case as in Example 21.) Hence this
section focuses on the hierarchical variant of DCB1.

Example 20. Let D=[0, 1] and let C=[ p(1 | %)=%, p(0 | %)=1&% : % #
[c, 1&c]] be a class of Bernoulli distributions for which the parameter value is
restricted to [c, 1&c] for a given c # (0, 1�2). Let the prior density of %i specified
by a hyperparameter + be ?(%i | +)=Dc(+, n&+ : % i) (i=1, ..., s), where n is a given
positive real number, and Dc(:, ; : %) =def %:(1&%) ;��1&c

c %$:(1&%$); d%$, where
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:>0 and ;>0 are given. Let the prior distribution of + be the uniform distribution
over [0, n]. For each i, let mi be the number of examples such that Dij=1 in the
sequence Dm

i =Di1 } } } Dim . Then, noting that joint density of %1 , ...%s , +, and Dsm is
proportional to >s

i=1 %mi++
i (1&%i)

m+n&mi&+, we have

p(%i | Dm
i , +)=Dc(m i++, m+n&mi&+ : % i) (i=1, ..., s),

p(+ | %1 , ..., %s)=\ `
s

i=1

%i+
+

\ `
s

i=1

(1&%i)+
n&+

ln \ `
s

i=1

%i

1&% i+
_\\`

s

i=1

%i+
n

&\ `
s

i=1

(1&% i )+
n

+
&1

.

We can implement the iteration process in HDCB using these conditional densities.

Example 21. Let D=R and let C=[N(%, _2 : D): % # (&�, �), _2 is known]
be a class of Gaussian distributions with a constant variance. Let the prior density
of %i specified by a hyperparameter + be ?(%i | +)=N(+, _2

% : %i) (i=1, ..., s), where
0<_2

%<� is given. Let the prior density of + be ?(+)=N(+0 , _2
0 : +) where +0 and

_2
0 are given. Then, noting that joint density of %1 , ...%s , +, and Dsm is proportional

to exp(&(+&+0)2�2_2
0) >s

i=1 exp(&(%i&+)2�2_2
%) >m

j=1 exp(&(Dij&% i)
2�2_2), we

have

p(%i | Dm
i , +)=N \

_2
% :m

j=1 Dij+_2+
m_2

%+_2 ,
_2

%_2

m_2
%+_2+ (i=1, ..., s), (39)

p(+ | %1 , ..., %s)=N \_2
% +0+_2

0 �s
i=1 %i

_2
%+s_2

0

,
_2

%_2
0

_2
%+s_2

0+ . (40)

We can implement the iteration process in HDCB using these conditional densities.
Notice here that the running time required by the i th agent to compute %� i with

density (39) is linear in the sample size m and that the running time for the p-learner
to compute +̂ with density (40) is linear in the population size s, since the computation
time required for a random sampling according to a fixed Gaussian distribution
is O(1) in s and m, supposing that a program for a random number generation
according to a Gaussian distribution is given to the p-learner and agents.

3.3. Analysis

First we consider the case where the parameter space is bounded. We start with
the following assumption and notation:

Assumption 22. The hypothesis class C=[ p(D | %): % # 3] satisfies the condi-
tion: There exist some positive numbers c

�
and c� such that for all D, for all %,

0<c
�
�p(D | %)�c� <�.

Note that Assumption 22 is satisfied for Example 20 but is not for Example 21.
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Below K( } , } ) denotes a Markov chain transition kernel on a state space 0; i.e.,
for |, |$ # 0, K(|, |$) denotes the transition probability density from | to |$. For
| # 0, S/0, we define K(|, S) by K(|, S)=�|$ # S K(|, |$) d|$. For any positive
integer l, we define K (l )(|, S) inductively by

K (l )(|, S)=| K (l&1)(|, |$) K(|$, S) d|$ (l=2, 3, ...),

K (1)(|, S)=K(|, S).

Theorem 23 gives a general upper bound on the average logarithmic loss for
HDCB in the case where the parameter space 0 is bounded.

Theorem 23. Suppose that the parameter space 0=[|=(%1 , ..., %s , +)] is bounded.
Also suppose that the prior density ? over 0 is everywhere positive and continuous.
Then, for some 0<C<�, for any positive integer l, for each training sequence Dsm,
we have the following upper bound on d(HDCB):

d(HDCB)�C\wN�lx
l . (41)

Here wxx denotes the largest integer that does not exceed x, and 0<\l<1 is a
function of Dsm, defined as

\l =1&| inf
%$1 , ..., %$s

K (l )(|$, |) d+ d%1 } } } d%s , (42)

where K(|$, |)=(>s
i=1 p(% i | Dm

i , +)) } p(+ | %$1 , ..., %$s). Under Assumption 22 for C in
addition to the above conditions, for some 0<C$<�, 1<}<�, for any positive
integer l, we have the following upper bound on the additional loss for HDCB,

L(HDCB)&L*�C$}sED sm [\wN�lx
l ], (43)

where \l is as defined in (42).

Remarks. (1) Theorem 23 shows that the additional loss for HDCB converges
to zero exponentially in the iteration number N. This implies that unlike DCB1s in
Examples 4 and 5, HDCB can make its additional loss arbitrarily small by increas-
ing the number N of feedback iterations. Theorem 23 also characterizes the rate of
convergence of the additional loss in terms of the quantity \l , which may depend
on s, m, l, C, ?(% | +), and ?(+).

(2) If the Markov chain that HDCB induces is such that there is a constant
0<\l<1 as in (42) independent of s and m for smaller l, then it is good in the
sense that both d(HDCB) and L(HDCB)&L* become small more quickly as N
increases.

(3) Suppose that the computational times for the agent and the p-learner are
linear in the sample size and the population size, respectively. Then if there exist
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some positive integer l0 and some 0<\<1 such that sup l�l0
supDsm \l�\, then for

any =>0, by setting s=3(1�- =), m=3(1�- =), and N=Wl0(ln(1�=))�(ln(1�\))X ,
both the additional loss for HDCB and the distance d(HDCB) can be made at
most =, while HDCB achieves a speed-up in computation time from 0(l) for NDB
to O(l0((1�- =) ln(1�=))�(ln(1�\))). Here WxX denotes the smallest integer that is not
smaller than x. This fact implies that for the total sample size l=sm, setting
s=3(- l), m=3(- l), and N=3(l0(ln l)�(ln(1�\))), the additional loss for
HDCB can be made O(1�l) while HDCB achieves a speed-up in computation time
from 0(l) for NDB to O(l0(- l ln l)�(ln(1�\))).

We prepare Lemma 24 and Proposition 25 in order to prove Theorem23. Lemma
24 relates the additional loss and d(S) to the rate of convergence of the Markov
chain Monte Carlo process that S induces.

Lemma 24. For any distributed learning system S in the hierarchical model, let
q be the probability density over 0 according to which the output of S is generated,
and let p* be the Bayes posterior density (35) over 0. Then for each Dsm, we have

d(S)�d(q, p*), (44)

where d(q, p*) =def � |q(| | Dsm)&p*(| | Dsm)| d|. In addition, under Assumption 22
for C, for any distributed learning system S in the hierarchical model, for some
1<}<�, we have

L(S)&L*�}sED sm [d(q, p*)]. (45)

(The proof of Lemma 24 is in the Appendix.)
Equations (44) and (45) show that the distance between the distributions of the

parameter | upper-bounds the distances of the induced distributions of D.
Recall that the iteration process in HDCB induces a Markov chain with a

stationary density p*(| | Dsm). Proposition 25 gives an upper bound on the rate of
convergence for the chain.

Proposition 25 [9]. Let K be a Markov chain transition kernel on a bounded
state space 0 and let ?* be the stationary density of the Markov chain. Suppose that
there are some probability measure Q over 0, some positive integer l, and some =>0
such that for all | # 0, for all S/0,

K (l )(|, S)�=Q(S). (46)

Then for any initial probability density ?0 , the probability density ?N of the Markov
chain after N steps satisfies

d(?N , ?*)�2(1&=)wN�lx. (47)
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Proof of Theorem 23. The Markov chain kernel induced by the iteration
process in HDCB is written as

K(|$, |)= p(+ | %$1 , ..., %$s) `
s

i=1

p(%i | Dm
i , +),

where |=(%1 , ..., %s , +) and |$=(%$1 , ..., %$s , +$). Observe that for any positive
integer l, for all |, |" # 0, we have

K (l )(|", |)�= }
inf%$1 } } } %$s

K (l )(|$, |)

=
,

where = =def � inf%$1 } } } %$s
K (l )(|$, |) d|. Notice here that K (l )(|$, |) depends on

%$1 , ..., %$s but not on +$. Hence, setting Q(S) =def �S (inf%$1 } } } %$s
K (l )(|$, |)�=) d| for any

S/0, we see that Q forms a probability measure over 0, and thus (46) is satisfied.
By Proposition 25, setting \l=1&= in (47) gives

d(q, p*)�2\wN�lx
l . (48)

Combining (48) with (44) and (45) in Lemma 24 yields (41) and (43), respectively.
This completes the proof of Theorem 23. K

Theorem 23 can be applied to Example 20, but cannot be applied to the case
where the parameter space is unbounded or the density value of each example may
not be uniformly lower-bounded away from zero, as in Example 21. Below we give
another type of analysis for HDCB with respect to the measure d(S) as in (37).

Theorem 26. For HDCB for the class of hierarchical Gaussian distributions as in
Example 21, for each training sequence Dsm, for some 0<c1 , c2<� independent of
s, m, and N, we have

d(HDCB)�O(e&c1N(ln m)�ln(sN))+O \N ln m
ln(sN)

e&c2N+ . (49)

Corollary 27. Let c=max[c1 �2, c2]. For sufficiently large total sample size
l=sm, setting s=3(- l) and N=W(ln l)�cX=3(ln l), the additional loss for
HDCB in Example 21 can be made O((ln l)�l) while HDCB achieves a speed-up in
computation time from 0(l) for NDB to O(- l ln l).

Remarks. (1) By Theorem 26, d(HDCB) can be made arbitrarily small by
increasing N even when m is fixed, while the additional losses for DCB1s in Exam-
ples 4 and 5 cannot be made arbitrarily small for fixed m (see Theorems 11 and 14).
This implies that the feedback of information from the p-learner to agents is so
effective that HDCB works approximately as well as NDB as N becomes suf-
ficiently large even for fixed m.
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(2) Let c=max[c1 �2, c2]. For any =>0, if we set N=W(1�c) ln(1�=)X=
3(ln(1�=)), m=3(1�- =), and s=3(1�- =), then d(HDCB) can be made at most
= ln(1�=) while HDCB achieves a speed-up in computation time from 0(l) for NDB
to O(ln(1�=)�- =).

The outline of the proof of Theorem 26 basically follows Rosenthal's proof [10]
of the rate of convergence for the variance component model. Notice, however, that
the model we deal with can be thought of as a simplified variant of the variance
composed model and thus our analysis is somewhat specific. This makes our bound
tighter than Rosenthal's.

In order to prove Theorem 26, we give Proposition 28 and Lemmas 29 and 30.
Note that for the case where the parameter space is bounded, we can apply
Proposition 25 to obtain bounds (41) and (43). For the case where the parameter
space is not bounded, however, it is not always possible to require that (46) hold
for an arbitrary initial value | # 0. Proposition 28, which was first proven by
Rosenthal, enables us to perform an analysis similar to that of Proposition 25 by
requiring that an equation similar to (46) hold for an arbitrary initial value in some
subset of 0 rather than in the whole state space 0.

Proposition 28 [10]. Let K be a Markov chain transition kernel on a state
space 0 and let ?* be the stationary density of the Markov chain. Suppose that there
are measurable subsets R1 , R2 /3, some probability measure Q over 0, some
positive integer l0 , and some =1 , =2>0 such that for all | # R1 ,

K (l0 )(|, R2)�=1 , (50)

and for all | # R2 , for all S/0,

K(|, S)�=2 Q(S). (51)

Then for any initial probability density ?0 supported entirely in R1 , the probability
density ?N of the Markov chain after N steps satisfies

d(?N , ?*)�2�(1&=1=2)wN�(l0+1)x+A+2 wN�(l0+1)x B, (52)

where

A=1&?*(R1),

B=1& inf
| # R1

K (l0+1)(|, R1).

In the right-hand side of (52), the first term (1&=1=2)wN�(l0+1)x is derived by
applying the technique in Proposition 25 to the subset R2 in 0, under an assump-
tion that the Markov chain will jump from R1 into R2 with probability at least =1 .
The second term A will become small if the stationary distribution of the Markov
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chain has a large probability mass on R1 . The third term 2 wN�(l0+1)x B will
become small if the Markov chain does not easily jump outside from R1 . Lemma 29
gives a concrete method for constructing R1 , R2 , Q, l0 to satisfy the conditions in
Proposition 28 for the model in Example 21.

Lemma 29. Let D� =(1�sm) �s
i=1 �m

j=1 D ij . For the model in Example 21, define
R1 , R2 /0 by

R1 =def {| # 0: }D� &
1
s

:
s

i=1

% i }�N1�2= , (53)

R2 =def {| # 0: }D� &
1
s

:
s

i=1

% i }� 2

- s= . (54)

Also, let Q be the probability measure which first chooses + randomly according to
the uniform distribution over the set

I=[D� &2�- s, D� +2�- s],

then chooses %i independently randomly according to

N \
_2

% � m
j=1 Dij+_2+

m_2
%+_2 ,

_2
%_2

m_2
%+_2+ (i=1, ..., s).

Then for sufficiently large s, for the Markov chain that HDCB in Example 21
induces, all the conditions (50) and (51) in Proposition 28 are satisfied by R1 , R2 ,
and Q as above, some positive integers =1 , =2 independent of s, m, N, and l0=
O((ln(sN))�(ln m)).

(The proof of Lemma 29 is in the Appendix.)
Lemma 30 shows concrete evaluation of A and B as in Proposition 28, which can

be directly proven by considering the tail of the stationary distribution.

Lemma 30. For R1 , R2 , Q, =1 , =2 , l0 as in Lemma 29, A and B as in (52) in
Proposition 28 are both upper-bounded by expressions of the form d1 e&d2N, with
d1 , d2>0 independent of s, m, and N.

Proof of Theorem 26. From Proposition 28 and Lemmas 29 and 30, we see that
for HDCB in Example 21 with N feedback iterations, for each training sequence
Dsm, for some 0<c1 , c2<� independent of s, m, and N, the following inequality
holds:

d(q, p*)�O(e&c1N(ln m)�ln(sN))+O \N ln m
ln(sN)

e&c2N+ . (55)

Plugging (55) into (44) in Lemma 24 yields (49). This completes the proof of
Theorem 26. K
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4. EXTENSIONS OF DCB

4.1. Multihierarchical Model

First we consider an extension of HDCB into the hierarchical model with multi-
hyperlevels. Recall that the parameters %=(%1 } } } %s) and + form a hierarchical
structure. We denote this structure by

% | +.

We can consider a general version of this structure, having k stages as follows:

!1 | !2 | } } } | !k .

Then the hierarchical structure implies the following probability relations among
parameters:

p(!1 | Dsm, !2),

p(!i | Dsm, !j , ( j{i ))={ p(! i | ! j&1 , !j+1) (i=2, ..., k&1).

p(!k | !k&1).

We may obtain a variant of HDCB which uses these conditional distributions
hierarchically to form an iteration process called the Gibbs sampler [3]. At each
iteration step the parameter values are sampled in the order: !1 � !2 � } } } � !k .
After a given number of iterations the variant of HDCB outputs an estimate of
(!1 , ..., !k).

4.2. General Decision-Theoretic Model

Next we consider an extension of DCB1 to a general decision-theoretic scenario.
In Sections 2 and 3, we have developed a theory in the case where the hypothesis
class is a class of probability density functions and the prediction loss is measured
in terms of the logarithmic loss. We can extend our theory into the general case
where the hypothesis class is a class of parametric real-valued functions of the form
of C=[ f% (x): % # 3/Rk] and the prediction loss is measured in terms of a general
loss function, which we write as L( y, f% (x)) for D=(x, y). For example, the square
loss is written as L( y, f% (x))=( y& f% (x))2.

Below let us focus on the plain model. Let the range of the loss function L be
[0, 1]. We assume that the parameter % is generated according to the prior density
?(%). For a given training sequence Dsm=Dm

1 } } } Dm
s with Dm

i =Di1 } } } D im , Dij=
(xij , yij) (i=1, ..., s, j=1, ..., m), let us define the probability density p(% | Dm

i ) by

p(% | Dm
i )=

?(%) e&* � m
j=1 L( yij , f% (xij ))

� ?(%$) e&* � m
j=1 L( yij , f%$ (xij )) d%$

(i=1, ..., s), (56)
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where * is a positive real number depending on L. Here we obtain a variant of
DCB1 in which each agent outputs %� i chosen randomly according to p(% | Dm

i ), and
the p-learner calculates %� = f (%� 1 , ..., %� s) using some appropriate deterministic func-
tion f.

In a decision-theoretic scenario, we might be concerned with predicting unseen
data y for given input x rather than estimating the parameter %. Below we describe
how to predict future data using the version of DCB1.

For a given positive integer h, for each i (=1, ..., s), let each agent make random
sampling of % according to (56) h times and let %� (t)

i (t=1, ..., h) be the outputs. Let
%� (t) be the output of the p-learner corresponding to %� (t)

1 , ..., %� (t)
s (t=1, ..., h), i.e.,

%� (t)= f (%� (t)
1 , ..., %� (t)

s ). For D=(x, y), define 2( y) by

2( y)=&
1
*

ln \1
h

:
h

t=1

e&*L( y, f%� (t) (x))+ . (57)

On receiving x, DCB1 predicts y with ŷ such that

L(0, ŷ)�2(0) and L(1, ŷ)�2(1). (58)

It is known (see, e.g., [5, 13]) that under some smoothness conditions for a loss
function, there exists a range of * such that ŷ as in (58) exists and the prediction
loss is upper-bounded by 2( y) uniformly with respect to a correct value y # [0, 1].
For example, 0<*�2 for the square loss (see [5, 13]).

Let q(% | Dsm) denote the probability density according to which a final output %�
is generated. Define 2� ( y) by

2� ( y) =def &
1
*

ln \| q(% | Dsm) e&*L( y, f% (x)) d%+ ( y=0, 1), (59)

then 2( y) can be thought of as a Monte Carlo approximation of 2� ( y). Hence the
prediction loss for DCB1 is also upper-bounded by 2� ( y) with high probability,
when h is sufficiently large.

When q(% | Dsm) equals

p*(% | Dsm)=
?(%) > s

i=1 >m
j=1 e&*L( yij , f% (xij ))

� ?(%$) >s
i=1 >m

j=1 e&*L( yij , f%$ (xij )) d%$
,

the prediction strategy based on (59) becomes equivalent to Vovk's aggregating
strategy [13, 5], and the prediction loss (59) is related to the notion of extended
stochastic complexity (ESC) [14]. We may expect that the prediction strategy
based on (59) works approximately as well as the aggregating strategy. It remains
for future study to derive any concrete bounds on the additional loss for the deci-
sion-theoretic version of DCB1. A decision-theoretic extension of DCB2 has also
been considered. See [17] for the details.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have developed the plain model and the hierarchical model of distributed
learning, as probabilistic versions of Kearns and Seung's model of population learning.
Within these models we have proposed three types of DCBs (distributed cooperative
Bayesian learning strategies)��DCB1, DCB2, and HDCB, and analyzed their perfor-
mance in terms of their additional losses (and the variation distance) as functions
of the sample size, the population size, and the iteration number. For some concrete
hypothesis classes we have demonstrated that DCBs work approximately (or some-
times exactly) as well as the nondistributed Bayesian learning strategy, achieving a
significant speed-up of learning over it.

The following issues remain for future study:

(1) Any other effective strategy of the p-learner in DCB1? In the plain model
we have analyzed only the cases where the p-learner in DCB1 employs the
arithmetic mean operation (13). It is an interesting question when any other form
of (3) gives a more effective strategy.

(2) Relating the analysis of HDCB to rapidly mixing Markov chains. As seen
in Section 3.3, the additional loss for HDCB is related to the rate of convergence
of the Markov chain Monte Carlo process that HDCB induces. On the other hand,
in theoretical computer science, the theory of rapidly mixing Markov chains [11]
has been developed in order to investigate the rate of convergence of general
Markov chains. It would be interesting to explore another type of analysis of
HDCB on the basis of the theory of rapidly mixing Markov chains.

(3) Evaluating HDCB for Example 21 in terms of any other losses. In
Theorem 26 we have analyzed HDCB for Example 21 with respect to the variation
distance for fixed Dsm. It remains for future study to analyze it with respect to the
variation distance averaged over all Dsm or the additional logarithmic loss.

APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 24. Equation (44) can be straightforwardly proven as follows:
For any Dsm,

d(S)=| |mS(D | Dsm)&m*(D | Dsm)| dD

=| }| p(D | |)(q(| | Dsm)&p*(| | Dsm)) d| } dD

�| \| p(D | |) |q(| | Dsm)&p*(| | Dsm)| d|+ dD

=| |q(| | Dsm)& p*(| | Dsm)| d| | p(D | |) dD

=d(q, p*),

where d(q, p*)=� |q(| | Dsm)&p*(| | Dsm)| d|.
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Next, in order to prove (45), we start by observing that the logarithmic loss
induced for any distributed learning system in the hierarchical model is written as
follows:

&ln | p(D | |) q(| | Dsm) d|=&ln | p(D | |) p*(| | Dsm) d|

+ln
� p(D | |) p*(| | Dsm) d|
� p(D | |) q(| | Dsm) d|

. (60)

We can further upper-bound ln((� p(D | |) p*(| | Dsm) d|)�(� p(D | |) q(| | Dsm) d|))
as

ln
� p(D | |) p*(| | Dsm) d|
� p(D | |) q(| | Dsm) d|

�
� p(D | |) p*(| | Dsm) d|
� p(D | |) q(| | Dsm) d|

&1 (61)

=
� p(D | |)( p*(| | Dsm)&q(| | Dsm)) d|

� p(D | |) q(| | Dsm) d|

�
(supD, | p(D | |)) � |q(| | Dsm)& p*(| | Dsm)| d|

infD, | p(D | |)

=(c� �c
�
)s d(q, p*) (62)

=}sd(q, p*), (63)

where we set }=(c� �c
�
). We have used the fact that ln x�x&1 for any x>0 to

derive (61) and have used the facts that supD, | p(D | |)=(supD, % p(D | %))*=c� s

and that infD, | p(D | |)=(infD, % p(D | %))s=c
�
s (by Assumption 22) to derive (62).

Combining (63) with (60) we see

&ln | p(D | |) q(| | Dsm) d|�&ln | p(D | |) p*(| | Dsm) d|+}sd(q, p*).

Taking an expectation of the both sides of the above inequality with respect to the
joint distribution of |, Dsm, and D gives (45). This completes the proof of Lemma 24.

K

Proof of Lemma 29. We start with the following claim.

Claim. Let the initial value |̂(0) be in R1 as in (53). Then at each iteration of the
Markov chain (38) for HDCB, |D� &(1�s) �s

i=1 %(l )
i | gets multiplied by 1�(1+(_2

% �_2)m)
until it reaches the value 1�- s+O(1�s) with at least uniform probability independent
of s, m, and N.

Proof of Claim. Let |̂(l )=(%� (l)
1 , ..., %� (l )

s , +̂(l)) be the sampled value at the l th
iteration in HDCB. Then we can immediately see that the mean of (1�s) � s

i=1 %� (l+1)
i

is (_2
%mD� +_2+̂(l ))�(_2

% m+_2). Using Chebyshev's inequality we can prove that
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|D� &(1�s) �s
i=1 %� (l+1)

i | is within 1�2 - s of (1�(1+(_2
% �_2) m)) |+̂ (l )&D� | , with at

least uniform probability independent of s, m, and N. Since the mean of +̂(l ) is

_2
%+0+_2

0 �s
i=1 %� (l )

i

_2
%+s_2

0

=
1
s

:
s

i=1

%� (l )
i +O \1

s+ ,

we can immediately see from the density (40) of +̂(l ) that |+̂(l )&D� | is within 1�2 - s
+O(1�s) of |(1�s) �s

i=1 %� (l )
i &D� |, with uniform probability. Thus we see that

|D� &(1�s) �s
i=1 %� (l+1)

i | is within 1�- s+O(1�sm) of |D� &(1�s) � s
i=1 %� (l )

i | times
1�(1+(_2

% �_2)m) with uniform probability, say =1 .

Choose R1 and R2 as in (53) and (54), respectively. From the claim above it can
be readily proven that for any | # R1 , for l0=W(ln 4NS)�(2 ln(1+(_2

% �_2)m))X=
O((ln(sN))�(ln m)), with probability at least =1 independent of s, m, and N, we
have |D� &(1�s) �s

i=1 %� (l0 )
i |�(1�(1+(_2

% �_2)m)) l0 N 1�2+1�- s +O(1�sm)�2�- s for
sufficiently large s. This implies that (50) holds for =1 , R1 , R2 , and l0 as above.

Next let us define =$ by

=$ =def min
+, x {\ 4

- s+ N \_2
%+0+_2

0sx
_2

%+s_2
0

,
_2

%_2
0

_2
%+s_2

0

: ++ :

|+&D� |�
2

- s
, |x&D� |�

2

- s= .

Then we see that for the probability measure Q as in Lemma 29, for all | # R2 , for
all S/0, we have K(|, S)�=$Q(S). Since for any fixed D� , there exists =2>0
independent of s, m, and N such that =$>=2 , we see that (51) holds for =2 , R2 , and
Q as above. This completes the proof of Lemma 29. K
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